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S esame Chicken

It’s the fiftieth day of the apocalypse and Jamie thinks it’s finally her time. 

She can’t believe she managed to survive this long in the dorms, eating uncooked ramen while drinking the Fiji water
from the rich girl’s room. Electricity is out and it gets to be pretty cold at night but she just piles herself under
blankets and reads whatever book she managed to find during the day. She reads a lot now. It’s her routine. Eat
some ramen, read a few chapters, then go bang on the old pianos in the basement. The pianos were probably her
favorite part. 

Before the apocalypse, Jamie didn’t really know how to play. Her uncle played piano and at some point, he taught
her what all the keys were and what all the ovals and sticks on those lines meant, but she didn’t really know it. She
couldn’t glide her hands across the keys like that girl a few doors down from her. She’d always wanted to but she
never had the time. Now she almost has too much time.

She considered blowing into one of the abandoned instruments, she found a few flutes, a french horn, and a tenor
saxophone, but eventually, Jamie decided those were too personal. Every time she picked them up she saw the faces
of her peers, they were scrunched up and angry, yelling at her to put it down before she breaks it, their eyes calling
her an ignorant asshole. Just like they had in real life. Jamie would sigh and roll her eyes at her too vivid imagination.
If her peers couldn’t be here in body at least they were in spirit. 

The pianos were more welcoming, they didn’t belong to someone. Hundreds of people have sat in front of those
pianos, but they always stood up and left. There hadn’t been enough time for their essence to sink into the keys. So
all Jamie sees when she plays are blank faces. 

That’s the best part about Art School, the pianos and the books.

Jamie herself is a, well, was a theatre major. Yeah, much different than what she appears to be right now, a shut-in
who lives off ramen and books and occasionally messes around on the piano. It’s a transformation Jamie almost
can’t comprehend. Whenever she imagined hell, she imagined being alone, being without other people. She’d been
acting since she was nine, meaning her entire life had been one constant social gathering, filled with hugging and
singing and chatter. Jamie herself was loud and brash always contributing to that chatter. Whenever people described
her they used the word extrovert. “She feeds off social interaction,” they said and Jamie would nod her head in
agreement. 

But honestly, being alone isn’t that bad. 

At first, Jamie thought it was a side effect that was going to wear off, that she was just in shock and this was her
mind’s way of coping. That soon she’d be driven crazy by the lack of people around her, that she’d off herself
before the hunger got to her because she was in, what she thought was her literal hell. Now though, Jamie’s
convinced she’s a psychopath. It’s been fifty days and out of everything and everyone she could be yearning for,
what she craves most– is sesame chicken.

In the midst of the chaos(with the 400 MPH winds and radioactive hale storms and squirrels with three heads) all of
her friends either died or were lifted off the ground by aircraft carriers. She will never see them again, but if a genie



appeared and granted her three wishes all Jamie would ask for is, in this order; an unlimited supply of Sesame
Chicken with no Sesame seeds, an unlimited supply of Fiji water(for when the rich girl’s stash runs out) and some
more books or sheet music. She’s not sure what she wants more, books or sheet music, but Sesame Chicken will
always be first on the list. 

The best Sesame Chicken she’s ever had is from this restaurant in New York, or maybe Connecticut. She can’t
remember where, but it’s called Red Plum, and if Jamie ever, ever got the chance to eat their Sesame Chicken again,
she might cry. They serve it in a pineapple, Jamie would like pineapple too. Mr. Chen’s has good pineapple chicken,
really good pineapple chicken. God, pineapple chicken or sesame chicken, this is a hard choice. 

No, not really. Jamie chooses sesame. 

She chooses sesame as her eyes close. Her thighs stick to the piano bench, blanket wrapped around her shoulders,
her right hand instinctively playing the opening notes of Jingle Bells. e, e, e, e, e, e, e, g, c, d, e. 

Is it Christmas? No, it’s closer to Thanksgiving. Does that even matter anymore? 

Jamie ate the last brick of ramen three nights ago but she threw it up the next morning. 

She started eating sheet music yesterday, as she couldn’t bring herself to touch the books. Even though she knows
she’ll never get the chance to read them. 

Her hands slip on the keys and she does not move then back. Her head falls forward off her shoulders like a bowling
ball. The blanket slinks off her shoulders and to the floor, and she’s left there.  

Jamie’s eyes are closed and her ears close now too.

She thinks she can still hear the whistling of the wind outside but she also thinks she can hear the shifting of the earth
below her. The swirling magma thousands of miles below her feet. Tectonic plates crashing, volcanoes erupting,
tsunami’s brewing. Everything below. 

But the wind is above her and she hears it. The wind, the whir of a helicopter. What’s beyond that? The planets. The
bacteria in the methane lakes on Jupiter’s moons murmur to each other about art and politics. An old rover roams
Mars’ surface searching for water, transmitting back to a desolate space ship just outside of Earth’s orbit searching
for a new home. 

The sun is loud. Jamie’s surprised she never heard it before now. The magma beneath her feet is no match for the
burning gasses around the sun, but there’s something out there bigger than the sun. 

The stars. She thinks she hears the stars. At first, it’s faint, but then it’s roaring. It blocks out the sun. No, it’s not
just a star. It’s a dying star, a supernova, and it sounds like a symphony. It rattles and shakes like the percussion but
hums like the woodwinds and shrieks like the strings. Soon that’s all Jamie can hear. A star dying, billions of light-
years away from where she sits on a piano bench. When the star plays it’s last note Jamie can see again, but she
hasn’t opened her eyes. She sees sticks and ovals floating on a white backdrop, next to letters that are making
words and then stories. 

It is dead silent as Alice falls down the rabbit hole and Peter drags Wendy across the sky. They leave Jamie behind
though. The characters pass her by and the sticks and ovals float around her head and a plate of sesame chicken sits
in front of her.  
 


